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Introduction
The objective of thk paper is to present novel approaches for the

lifetime predktion of polymeric materials. Time-temperature superposition
principles using sensitive oxygen uptake (oxidation rate) measurements have
been established as a methodology for material lifetime predictions.1 We first
review some of the existing data and discuss the various issues when
correlating such data with other degradation parameters, i.e. the need for
sufficient overlap in superpositions, the required minimum temperature ranges
and the establishment of failure criteria.

Cumulative degradation ftilure models relying on sindlar underlying
superposition principles have been derived and used mainly for fatigue life
predictions for metals and composite materials (Pslmgren-Mhter concept).
We review these models and suggest ways in which they may be best applied
to polymeric material degradation through a temperature-step procedure that
we refer to as the “Wear-out” approach.z We discuss the implications of the
Wear-out approach for polymer degradation data that can be rigorously time-
temperature superposed and for data where superposition is invalid. In
analyzing the da@ we introduce a procedure that we refer to as time-
degradation superposition, which allows us to evaluate kinetic “interaction
effects”. We conclude that the Wear-out approach offers a promising method
for predicting residual (remaining) lifetimes of polymeric materials.

Experimental
Materials. We are involved in an extensive research effort studying the

thermal end combined radiation-thermal degradation of many industrial
rubbers and model compounds?’4 Aging related data have been collected for
commercial carbon-black tilled and unfilled rubber materials (EPDM, nitrile,
neoprene) as well as polyurethane rubbers composed of HTPB cured with
IPf-N used as binder materials in solid propellants. Further details of thk
material have been published previously.3

Thermal Aging and Oxygen Consumption (Uptake). Thermal aging
of materials is generally carried out in forced air-circulated ovens with precise
temperature control (+l°C sttillity). Material degradation is monitored via
various techniques such as tensile elongation, density increases, network
changes (gel content swelling) and most importantly oxidation rate
merrsurcments.l Materiel specimens are cut into smsdlpieces (sutllcientiy thkr

to control oxygen ditlirsion limitations during aging) and sealed into stainless
steel ampoules of known volume. Ampotdes are evacuated end tilled with
oxygen to a pressure calculated to result in 150 mmHg at the relevant aging
temperature. Aging times are calculated to allow for approximately 30% of
the OZto be consumed, thus resulting in an average partial pressure of OZ
during each aging exposure of 130 mmHg (ambient air conditions in
Albuquerque). Varying the aging time end fill ratio (sample versus free
volume) allows for a very high dynamic sensitivity range. Consumption of
oxygen during aging is monitored via (5C analysis.

Results and Discussion

using multiplicative time factors (Fig. 1b). Plotting ofthese shltl factors versus
inverse temperature (Pig. lc) allows for so Arrhenius type analysis of the
underlying oxidation chemistry.
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Figure 1. Example of oxygen consumption and superposition analyses for a
PU rubber material.

Assuming a reasonable correlation between a constant extent of
oxidation (i.e 20A) sod the damage required to result in a given failure
criterion (i.e mechanicalfailure, 50 YO tensile elongation or similar) allows for
using these shifi factors to extrapolate the lifetime of the material at ambient
conditions. Sirnh date and superposition analyses have been obtained for a
range of meterirds. The velidky of such superpositions will depend on
sufficient temperature-oxidation damage overlap, the time development of
oxidation rates and established failure criteria.

Concept of cumulative failure models. Underlying such superposition
approaches is the expectation that damage will accumulate with time
(independent of temperature) until a giveri failure criterion has been reached.
It is interesting to note that cumulative failure models have been used for
many years describing fatigue of metals and composite materiels. We would
expect that for thermal aging, total material damage is a function of fractional
thermal lifetime similar to a fractional fatigue lifetime, with the time
development identical et all temperatures (Fig. 2). In the ideal case (P-M for
Palmgren-Mbter model) fractional damage would be linearly related to the
fractional thermal lifetime. Other fimctionel relationships are possible with
case 3 for example describing the classical induction time behaviour often
observed in polymer aging. Whettever time-temperature superpositio~ holds
(stress-independent damage model), the same curve will describe the change
of the damage parameter versus fractional degradation lifetime, regardless of
aging temperature. For example, the degradation of a nitrile robber monitored
by tensile elongation closely follows case 1 at alltcmperatnrcs end represents
an excellent example with valid t-T superposition.l
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range of temperatures for a PU material studied extensively. Assessing these
MNi(fractional fatigue lifetimeat rJ

data and establishing their underlying time dependence allows for a Figure 2. Cumulative damage development as a function of relative lifetime.

superposition analysis by shlfdng all data to the lowest temperature (i.e. RT)
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Ideal Wear-out concept. An immediate consequence of rigorous t-T
validky is that the sum of cumulative damage induced at different
temperatures will always equate to the total damage defined as the final failure
point. For instance, if aging is carried out to 40V0 relative darnage at a low
temperature (TI) the material will always have 60°A residual lifetime
remaining independent of the actual higher temperature (TZ)where the Wear-
out aging is carried out. Tlrk is the ideal situation where the existing damage
induced at a low-temperature aging condition (T,) is linearly related to the
additional damage required to reach failure at a higher temperature (Tz).
Hence, additional aging at TZyields the relative remaining lifetime valid for
any temperature and serves essentially as a condition monitoring approach by
establishing the prior damage that had occurred at the lower temperature.
This situation is demonstrated by case I in Fig. 3. Continued or accelerated
aging (Tz) of preaged materials will determine their remaining lifetime end
therefore rdso their previous damage (thus, the terms Wear-out and Wear-out
times).
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Figure 3. Principles of Wear-out aging. Correlation be~een existing damage
levels (t/zl) at T1 and remaining lifetimes (t/w) at T2.

Situations with invalid t-T superposition. In some instances the shape
of the damage curve with time may depend on temperature. For exrunple in
some materials (i.e. EPDM) drunage develops relatively slower at lower
temperatures. This implies that any t-T superposition is invrXd and
consequently the sum of the relative damage levels accumulated at T1 and
than at T2 (Wear-out T) will be less than 1 (case II in Fig. 3). Despite such
complications it is possible to empirically relationships that can be used for
lifetime predictions. We have observed such situations where physical
durnage levels depend on the temperature at which chemical damage was
induced.

Time-degradation superposition. In the simplest cose, the Wear-out
approach requires continued aging of materials to pre-defmed damage levels
(failure criterion) yielding a Wear-out time parameter? When Wear-out
damage Ievels can be monitored versus time, it is possible to eliminate the
need for a failure criterion by a time-Wear-out degradation superposition
anrdysis.z This greatly simplifies the data analysis by introducing a
‘degradation’shift factor (aD) simikw to a time shift factor. As an example,
Fig. 4 shows time-degradation superposition of density changes for a pre-aged
EPDM materiel This procedure allows for subsequent failure prediction
analysis to any failure criterion of interest.

Guidance on low temperature performance. The aim of all Wear-out
experiments is to collect data that help in predicting low temperature
degradation. Fig. 5 summarises the expected lineer extrapolation for the ideal
case of rigorous t-T superposition (filled circle data) and two situations when
t-T superposition is invalid. Based on the nature of the more likely scenario
(filled squares) corresponding to relatively slower degradation at lower T,
conservative lifetime estimates are obtained. Continued aging under ambient
conditions will provide tlnther data (condhion monitoring) resulting in more
and more realistic predictions. It is important to note that such predictions do
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Figure 4. Example of timedegradsstion superposition.
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Figure 5. Lifetime prediction approach based on Wear-out data.

not require the analysis of the original unaged material since guidance can be
obtained by monitoring consecutive ambient samples.

Conclusions
We have established the fkrnework for using cumulative damage

models to guide in the prediction of polymer lifetimes. Our proposed Wear-
out methodology relies on the experimental completion of aging to a
preselected failure criterion at elevated temperature. It is possible to use thk
approach in situations where time-temperature superposition can both be valid
or invalid. To forther support the analysis a concept called time-degradation
superposition has been introduced.
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